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ABSTRACT Physical layer security (PLS) techniques hold promise for augmenting secure communications
in the 5th generation of mobile wireless networks. Secret key generation (SKG) is a PLS technique which
exploits the wireless propagation channel’s randomness to generate symmetric key bits for information
encryption and decryption. This work proposes symmetric key generation based on non-uniform quantization
of the received signal strength (RSS) samples of a Nakagami-m fading channel. The proposed strategy for
non-uniform quantization for SKG aims to set quantization thresholds for maximal key randomness and
high values of key generation rate (KGR) and key agreement probability (KAP). Finally, a framework is
proposed to use single node RSS measurements, readily available in the literature, to generate RSS samples
at the other link end. This framework facilitates the testing of new SKG algorithms that require simultaneous
RSS measurements by the legitimate nodes, which are not readily available in the open literature. The
effectiveness of the proposed SKG scheme is validated through Monte Carlo methods and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) test suite for assessing the randomness of the generated key
sequence.

INDEX TERMS Nakagami-m, non-uniform quantization, PLS, secret key generation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The commercial deployment of the 5th generation (5G) of
wireless networks has recently begun. Along with an evolu-
tion of existing communication technologies, 5G has revealed
various new technology revolutions which extend the sup-
port to ultra-reliable-low-latency-communications (URLLC),
massive-machine-type-communications (mMTC), and enh-
anced mobile broadband services [1]. In massively connected
wireless networks of the future, the provision of security and
privacy to the network users is expected to be one of the major
challenges.

Information security for legitimately communicating
nodes requires that they communicate successfully without
leaking information to an unintended recipient. Wireless
communications is inherently broadcast in nature, which
makes the transmitted information susceptible to eavesdrop-
ping, i.e., a wireless device with a tuned receive and mali-
cious intent may also receive and decode the information.
Traditionally, information security has been ensured through
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computational securitymethods implemented at higher layers
of the protocol stack. Such methods are based on public-
key cryptography, wherein a public key is freely shared
over the network to encrypt the information and a private
key is retained only by the intended receiver to decrypt the
encrypted message [2]. These traditional methods assume
that the eavesdropping device has a limited computational
ability and so it cannot decipher the secret information within
reasonable time. These traditional methods also require a sup-
porting infrastructure to distribute the secret encryption key
between the legitimate users. However, with ever increasing
computational capabilities that follow the Moore’s law, and
the advent of new technologies such as quantum computing,
the assumption of the eavesdropper’s limited computational
ability is being challenged. Furthermore, in many emerging
wireless communication scenarios such as vehicular commu-
nications and the internet-of-things [3]–[5], the infrastructure
needed for secret key distribution among legitimate users
does not scale with the number of users. To solve these prob-
lems, implementing information security at the physical layer
emerges as a natural solution by exploiting the wireless chan-
nel’s randomness for secret key generation (SKG) [6], [7].
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A. PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY: MOTIVATION
AND BACKGROUND
The idea of augmenting secure communications through
physical layer security (PLS) techniques has received
significant attention in recent literature due to its practical sig-
nificance [8]. Secure communication based on information-
theoretic principles provides robust security such that the
eavesdropper (Eve) cannot decipher the encrypted infor-
mation, despite possessing unlimited computational power,
unless it gains additional knowledge to break the encryp-
tion [3]. The fundamental idea underlying information-
theoretic security is to secure the communication link at the
physical layer by exploiting the difference in the random
variations of the main and the eavesdropper channels. The
information-theoretic security can be provided through key-
less mechanisms [3], [9], [10] or using a secret key-based
approach [3]. The key-less security techniques allow a the-
oretical analysis of the secrecy capacity, i.e., the maximum
rate of secret communications. However, this method requires
the restrictive condition of the availability of eavesdropper’s
(Eve) channel knowledge at the legitimate nodes [10]. On the
other hand, the key-based PLS techniques do not require such
knowledge. In the key-based information-theoretic model the
legitimate nodes, traditionally refereed to as Alice and Bob,
have access to a shared symmetric secret key generated from
the main channel between them, which remains unknown
to Eve. Recently, several algorithms exploiting the wireless
channel for SKG are proposed for different communication
scenarios such as body area networks (BANs) [11], inter-
net of things (IoT) [3], vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communi-
cations [12], and energy harvesting systems [13]. In [14],
space-time signal processing techniques were proposed for
achieving secure communications in multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems.

B. SECRET KEY GENERATION (SKG)
In recent years, there has been growing interest in extracting
key bits from randomwireless channels by exploiting channel
reciprocity between the legitimate nodes. Specifically, in a
time-division duplex (TDD) system, the wireless propaga-
tion channel between Alice and Bob is reciprocal, i.e., it
is identical irrespective of whether the communication is
from Alice-to-Bob or from Bob-to-Alice [15]. The secret
key for encrypting the message needs to be derived from
some random source. The random time-variability of the
main channel between the two legitimate nodes can serve as
a common source of randomness to extract identical keys,
independently at both legitimate nodes. If the eavesdropper
has a channel to the legitimate transmitter that is sufficiently
decorrelated from the main channel, then Eve cannot extract
the same key bits as Alice and Bob even if it has knowledge
of the key generation algorithm used by Alice and Bob. For
a sufficient time-rate of variations of the main channel, key
bits can be extracted at an arbitrary rate. However, due to
factors such as different hardware and noise conditions at

the legitimate nodes, perfect reciprocity cannot be achieved
practically, whichmakes the generation of symmetric key bits
a challenging task.

The Nakagami-m fading model offers the advantage of
modeling diverse fading conditions with an appropriate
choice of its fading severity parameterm. For example, setting
m = 1 represents Rayleigh fading conditions, i.e., both real
and imaginary parts of the received complex signal enve-
lope are zero-mean Gaussian distributed (there is no domi-
nant multipath component). Theoretical bounds on secret key
rate for single-input single-output (SISO) complex Gaussian
channels were investigated in [16], [17]. The authors intro-
duced secret key capacity as the supremum of the achievable
SKG characterizing a theoretical upper bound on the secret
key rate per channel sample. In [18], this concept was fur-
ther investigated for MIMO channels. The rate of secret key
extraction for practical SKG methods depends on the design
of the algorithm and the underlying channel conditions.

Exploiting the main channel’s reciprocity, some channel
parameter such as its amplitude, power, or phase observed
in the time, frequency, or angular domains can be used to
generate symmetric secret keys independently at both legit-
imate nodes. In [19], the carrier frequency offset (CFO) in
combination with the channel estimation of the orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) carriers was used
to generate key bits for message encryption. In [20], key
bits were generated by exploiting the eigenvalue reciprocity
between the channel covariance matrices of the uplink and
the downlink. In [15], practical methods of key bit generation
from RSS measurements were investigated and the trade-
off between the key generation rate (KGR) and the key
agreement probability (KAP) was analyzed. KAP is inverse
interpretation of bit miss-match probability (BMP). In [16],
the channel impulse response (CIR) was exploited for key
bit generation and some measurement-based results were
also reported. In [21], secret key bit generation in an indoor
Gaussian channel was investigated. The authors showed that
their proposed scheme was efficient in terms of random-
ness and BMP but the KGR was observed not to be very
promising. In [22], the authors proposed a beamforming tech-
nique to artificially induce variations in the wireless channel
for efficient key bit generation from the channel samples.
In [23], an RSS-based algorithm for SKG was proposed
for home devices employing a self-adaptive quantization
strategy. In [24], the acknowledgment (ACK) and negative-
acknowledgment (NACK) messages of the automatic repeat
request (ARQ) protocol were exploited for SKG. In [25],
phase shifting, and correction techniques were employed to
increase the KGR and reduce BMP of the proposed SKG
scheme. The work in [26] proposed SKG from the deep fad-
ing envelope of the wireless channel. A high improbability of
deep fade mismatch between the legitimate users and strong
independence of deep fades between the eavesdropper and
the legitimate users were assumed.

From the foregoing survey, it is evident that several param-
eters of the wireless propagation channel can be exploited
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for key bit generation. However, each has its own merits
and demerits. For example, acquisition of the full chan-
nel state information in the form of instantaneous channel
impulse response is a computationally intensive task, which
cannot be carried out by energy-constrained sensor nodes.
Also, this information is not provided by most commer-
cial network interface cards meaning that dedicated hard-
ware must be designed for such key generation schemes.
Furthermore, the channel phase information is susceptible to
CFO, noise and receiver clock-drift, which complicates the
reliable extraction of identical keys at the legitimate nodes.
On the other hand, measurement of the wireless channel’s
RSS variations is a more straightforward task and this infor-
mation is readily provided by most network interface cards.
Therefore, RSS-based key generation schemes have been
extensively studied in the literature. In [27], an RSS-based
key bit generation scheme was proposed for on-body sensors
deployed on two individuals, in an industrial environment.
In [26], theoretical bounds on secret key extraction from the
deep fades of the RSS were investigated. This key extraction
algorithm generates secret keys with low BMP and the KGR
is also low. An analytical expression for secret key capacity
under Nakagami-m fading was derived in [28], where the
authors also demonstrated the impact of non-reciprocity on
the correlation of the uplink and downlink channels. The
authors also proposed a two-level quantizer to validate their
derivation. In [29], key bits were extracted from a time-
static channel by randomizing the phase coefficients. In [30],
the secret key capacity was investigated in the presence of
multiple eavesdroppers.

The performance of SKG methods is conventionally mea-
sured by metrics such as KGR, i.e., number of key-bits
generated per channel sample (with a high value desirable),
BMP, i.e., probability of mismatch between key-bits gener-
ated at the legitimate nodes (with a small value desirable),
and randomness of the generated key sequence (with max-
imal randomness desirable) as quantified by the NIST test
suite [31]). These performance metrics largely depend on
a number of parameters that include the considered quanti-
zation scheme and key extraction algorithm. The so-called
level crossing algorithms form a widely used set of prac-
tical key generation algorithms [15], [32]. In [32], a SKG
algorithm was proposed by quantizing the channel amplitude
samples. The measured amplitude range was divided into
multiple quantization intervals with the boundary between
two intervals straddled by a guard strip. A sample excursion
was then defined as a sequence of consecutive RSS samples
lying within the same quantization interval. Then only the
matching excursions at the legitimate nodes were used for
SKG. More specifically, only the central sample of each pair
of matching excursions was used for SKG. This algorithm
extracts secret key bits with minimal BMP and desirable
randomness properties but the KGR is rather low. In [15],
an adaptive SKG algorithm (ASBG)was proposed, which has
an increasedKGR relative to those of the techniques proposed
by [32] and [26]. However, this increase in KGR is achieved

at the cost of increased BMP. In [33], a technique for reducing
the BMP was proposed by exploiting Gray-codes and multi-
level quantization. However, the proposed algorithm requires
increased hardware complexity and is difficult to implement
practically. In [27], a modification to the algorithm of [32]
was proposed through the introduction of multi-dimensional
mapping of samples. This modified algorithm offers a signifi-
cant relative increase in the KGRwithout any loss in the BMP
but the randomness properties of the extracted keys were not
investigated.

C. QUANTIZATION SCHEMES FOR SKG
The essential steps for SKG comprise channel probing to
collect the RSS samples, pre-processing (i.e., smoothing,
filtering, etc. of the collected samples), sample quantiza-
tion, sample encoding (assigning binary sequences to each
quantization level), information reconciliation (e.g., coding
to reduce BMP), and privacy amplification to minimize infor-
mation leakage to the eavesdropper during the information
reconciliation process. The legitimate nodes Alice/Bob com-
municate over the public channel to share algorithm related
information for some of the aforementioned key generation
steps such as information reconciliation. While this informa-
tion exchange is not completely protected from the eaves-
dropper, the legitimate nodes can still extract a secret key at a
positive rate. The legitimate nodes may incorporate channel
estimation techniques prior to SKG to estimate algorithm
parameters such as the channel correlation and the Nakagami
shape parameter m [34]. Among the aforementioned steps,
the quantization step is of prime significance in influencing
the efficacy of SKG techniques. This subsection reviews
some notable quantization strategies along with their char-
acteristics and significance in terms of KGR, BMP, and ran-
domness properties.

Quantizers used for SKG are broadly classified into lossy
quantizers and lossless quantizers [15]. A lossless quantizer
utilizes every channel sample for key bit generation with
primary focus on KGR enhancement, while lossy quantiz-
ers leave some channel samples unutilized when generating
the key bits with prime emphasis on enhancing the tradeoff
between KGR and BMP. Both categories of quantizers can be
employed with uniform quantization strategy (UQS) or non-
uniform quantization strategy (NUQS). In UQS, the entire
amplitude range of the channel samples is divided into
uniformly spaced quantization intervals, while in NUQS,
the sample range is divided into non-uniform quantization
intervals. However, multilevel UQS is only suited for chan-
nel samples with uniform distribution where the probability
of the RSS samples lying in any quantization interval is
equal. Given the statistical knowledge of channel samples and
the same number of quantization intervals, the NUQS can
achieve a smaller quantization error than UQS on average to
obtain a higher quantization signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

In [35], a 2-level uniform quantization was proposed for
secure communications for log-normal distributed channel
samples. In [32], another 2-level uniform quantization-based
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method was proposed. In order to reduce the BMP, guard-
strips were centered on each boundary between adjacent
quantization intervals such that the samples falling in any
guard strip were not considered for generation of secret key
bits. Also, a constraint on the minimum excursion length
was set for it to be considered for SKG. This key generation
based on the UQS was observed to exhibit promising BMP
and key randomness properties at the cost of reduced KGR.
In [15], a similar 2-level uniform quantizer was proposed to
improve the KGR by relaxing the strictness on the defini-
tion of excursion by incorporating an adaptive thresholding
mechanism into the method of [32]. A gain in KGR was
achieved at the cost of increased BMP and some reduction
in the key randomness properties. In [27], another similar
2-level uniform quantizer was proposed as an extension of
the method in [32] by introducing vector quantization. This
aimed at increasing the KGR relative to that of the method
of [32], while maintaining similar BMP performance and
key randomness properties. However, the effectiveness of the
method of [27] is restricted to channels that exhibit a sample
distribution symmetric about its mean. In [36], UQSwas used
for SKG in IoT networks. In [37], a multi-level UQS was
suggested as an extension of the 2-level UQS proposed in [32]
with an aim to increase the KGR. In [38], a Lloyd–Max based
quantizer coupled with RSS pre-processing based on a sliding
window averaging approachwas considered. The prime focus
of this work was to reduce the BMP. In [39], a SKG scheme
based on channel phase information was proposed and a
two-layer secure quantizer design was suggested. Neverthe-
less, there exists a significant scope to investigate NUQS for
SKG in channels exhibiting non-symmetric distribution of the
measured samples used for SKG.

D. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION
The proposed work builds on prior RSS-based SKG meth-
ods with consideration of the actual underlying probability
density function (PDF) of the channel RSS samples in order
to achieve a robust performance in terms of KGR, BMP,
and key randomness properties. The proposed work considers
Nakagami-m fading channel amplitude to derive analytical
expressions for channel metrics relevant to the key extrac-
tion process. The choice of the Nakagami-m distribution for
channel envelopes, andGamma-distributed RSS, is motivated
by the fact that several works have found the Nakagami-
m distribution to accurately model the fading of wireless
channel amplitude gain in various practical communication
scenarios, refer [28], [40] and references therein. The main
contributions of this work are listed as follows:
• Anovel framework is proposed for generating dual-node
correlated RSS measurements from single-node RSS
measurements at one of the legitimate nodes, to facilitate
testing of new SKG algorithms.

• A NUQS for SKG is proposed for Nakagami-m fading
channels. Closed-form analytical expressions to deter-
mine the quantization-interval widths are derived to
ensure an identical probability of occurrence of RSS

samples in all quantization intervals. Moreover, analyt-
ical expression to determine the width of the guard-
strips is also derived as a function of the correlation
coefficient between the channel observations made at
both the link-ends.

• Based on the proposed NUQS, an SKG algorithm is
proposed which exhibits robust performance in terms of
KGR, BMP (or KAP), and key randomness properties.

• A comprehensive comparative performance analysis of
the proposed method is conducted in terms of KGR,
BMP, and key randomness. Moreover, the effect of the
RSS correlation is also investigated to develop more
insight into the proposed SKG algorithm.

Table 1 presents a brief summary of some notable RSS-based
SKG schemes and also shows the proposed work in that
context.

TABLE 1. Summary of recent work on wireless channel-based SKG.

This work is organised as follows. In Section I, the phys-
ical layer security paradigm and secret key extraction from
wireless channel samples is introduced. Section II describes
the considered system model and proposes a technique for
generating correlated RSS samples from single-node RSS
measurements to emulate dual node measurements for testing
new SKG techniques. Section III presents the proposed ana-
lytical framework for non-uniform quantization of RSS for
effective SKG. Section IV describes the algorithmic details
of SKG from the wireless channel variations and describes
the key aspects of the proposed SKG scheme. Section V eval-
uates the performance of the proposed quantization strategy
in comparison with other SKG algorithms proposed in the
literature. Finally, Section VI concludes this work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a secure communication scenario in which Alice
and Bob are two legitimate nodes that want to communicate
in the presence of a passive eavesdropper node Eve, refer
Fig. 1. The envelope of the main channel from Alice-to-
Bob (A2B) is denoted hab, whereas hba denotes the envelope
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FIGURE 1. System model.

of the reciprocal channel from Bob-to-Alice (B2A). The
eavesdropping channels from Alice-to-Eve (A2E) and from
Bob-to-Eve (B2E) are denoted as hae and hbe, respectively.
All coefficients hij ij ∈ (ab, ba, ae, be) are assumed to be
Nakagami-m fading. Alice and Bob aim to exploit the random
channel’s small-scale RSS variations to generate encryption
keys for secure communication. The collected channel sam-
ples are normalized, prior to secret key extraction, to remove
distance-dependent pathloss and large-scale-fading effects.
Eve is considered to be at a sufficient spatial separation from
Alice and Bob to experience independent fading [41], [42].1

Each cycle for collecting RSS samples begins with Bob
transmitting a probe signal to Alice, who stores the measured
RSS values. Then Alice transmits a probe signal to Bob
who stores his measured RSS values. Each cycle must be
completed within one channel coherence time interval Tc
so that essentially the same channel is measured. Multiple
RSS collection cycles are repeated until the desired number
of secret key bits is generated. Although hba and hab are
reciprocal channels in theory, their measurements by Alice
and Bob, respectively, differ due to practical limitations such
as simplex transceivers, hardware tolerances, and noise [15].
In the open literature there is a scarcity of data-sets that
include simultaneous RSS measurements by two nodes of
their common channel. Also, the few data-sets that are avail-
able comprise only a limited number of measurement sam-
ples [15]. This coupled with the measurement complexity of
collecting multiple RSS sample pairs, each within the coher-
ence time of the time-varying channel between two nodes,
hinders the testing of novel key extraction algorithms. This
issue is addressed in the following section where we propose
a novel framework to use available RSS measurements at one
link-end to generate RSS samples for the other link-end.

A. FRAMEWORK FOR DUAL-NODE RSS
DATA SET GENERATION
Without loss of generality assume that hba is the true channel
estimate while hab is its correlated noisy version. Then hab
may be related with hba through a Gauss Markov model

1Based on the angular-spread of the arriving multipath, the small-scale
fading can decorrelate on the order of a carrier wavelength distance. There-
fore, the assumption of decorrelated eavesdropper channels can be justified
for large as well as for small spatial separation of the eavesdropper.

expressed as [43]

hab = ρ̂hba +
√
1− ρ̂2ε, (1)

where ρ̂ ∈ [0, 1] is the correlation coefficient between hab
and hba, and ε ∼ N (0, 1) represents the Gaussian-distributed
channel-independent measurement error at Bob. Then the
signal received at Bob can be written as

yab =
√
PT habd−α/2x + nab, (2)

where x is the transmitted symbol with unit mean-squared
value, PT is the transmit power identically at Alice and
Bob, d is the separation distance between Alice and Bob,
α is the path-loss exponent, and nab ∼ N (0, σ 2) represents
the Gaussian-distributed thermal noise at Bob. The signal
received at Alice can then be expressed as [44]

yba =
√
PT hbad−α/2x + nba, (3)

where nba ∼ N (0, σ 2) represents the Gaussian-distributed
thermal noise at Alice. It follows that the received SNR at
Bob can be written as

γab =
PT |hab|2d−α

σ 2 , (4)

and the received SNR at Alice can be expressed as

γba =
PT |hba|2d−α

σ 2 . (5)

Note that for a fixed noise variance, the SNR varia-
tions are equivalent to variations of the absolute-squared
channel amplitude, i.e., the RSS variations. The PDF of
the Nakagami-m distributed channel envelopes hij can be
expressed as [45]

p(hij) =
2mmh2m−1ij

�m0(m)
e−

mh2ij
� , (6)

where m ∈ [1/2,∞) is the Nakagami fading parameter,
� = E[h2ij], and 0(.) is the gamma function [46]. Then the
squared envelope, which corresponds to the RSS, follows a
gamma distribution expressed as [45]

p(γij) =
mmγm−1ij

γmij0(m)
e
−
mγij
γ ij , (7)

where γ ij is the mean SNR. The joint distribution of the
correlated variables γab and γba can be expressed as [47]

p(γab, γba) =
e−

mA
(1−ρ) (B

ρ
)
m−1
2 Im−1

(
2m
√
Bρ

(1−ρ)

)
m−(m+1)γ abγ ba(1− ρ)0(m)

, (8)

where A =
(
γab
γ ab
+

γba
γ ba

)
, B =

(
γabγba
γ abγ ba

)
, ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the

correlation coefficient between γab and γba (γab and γba cor-
respond to the amplitude squares of hab and hba respectively),
and Im−1(.) is the modified Bessel function of order m − 1.
Furthermore, γ ab = γ ba = γ is the mean RSS value at Alice
and Bob as the main channel’s statistics remain unchanged
when measured at either legitimate node. Finally, dividing (8)
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by the marginal PDF of γba gives the conditional PDF of γab
expressed as

p(γab|γba) =
mρ( γ ba

γba
)me

m(γ baγab+γ abργba)
γ abγ ba(ρ−1) Im−1

(
−

2m
√
Bρ

ρ−1

)
(
B
ρ

)−m+1
2

(1− ρ)γab

.

(9)

Then by integrating (9) and after some mathematical
manipulation, the conditional cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) is obtained as,

F(γab|γba)=1−Qm

(√
2mργba
γ ba(1−ρ)

,

√
2mγab

γ ab(1−ρ)

)
, (10)

where Qm(., .) is the Marcum-Q function of order m [48].
The RSS samples (γba or γab) observed at Alice/Bob node
are recorded in VAlice/Bob, where the total number of samples
are N . Finally, given the RSS values for Alice, the correlated
RSS samples for Bob can be generated by using (10) and
the inverse CDF method. This procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1. The operator← represents assignment opera-
tion, function rand(1) represents generating a random number
from uniform distribution in the range [0, 1], and the function
solve(., .) represents solving the expression (equality) pro-
vided as the first input argument for the variable provided as
the second input argument.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Algorithm to Generate RSS at Bob

Input: VAlice, m, ρ, γ
Output: VBob

1: for i = 1 to N do
2: r ← rand(1)

3: VBob(i)←solve
(
r=1−Qm

(√
2mρ VBob(i)
γ (1−ρ) ,

√
2mγ̂ab
γ (1−ρ)

)
, γ̂ab

)
4: end for

III. PROPOSED NON UNIFORM QUANTIZATION
STRATEGY (NUQS)
Optimal quantizer design is of central importance to secret
key extraction with desirable characteristics such as maximal
randomness, minimal bit mismatch probability, and maxi-
mal KGR. Most quantizer designs in the literature focus on
improving KGR or BMP [15], [27] but a lesser emphasis
has been given to analyzing the randomness characteristics
of the considered SKG techniques. In this section a quantizer
design is proposed that aims at maximizing the randomness of
the generated key sequence, in addition to achieving minimal
BMP and maximal KGR. Conventionally, the mean of the
channel samples, collected at the legitimate nodes, is used
for quantizer design with the quantization range uniformly
distributed around the sample mean [15], [27]. However,
if the distribution of the channel samples is known then a
more robust quantizer can be designed that will alleviate the
need to collect sufficient number of channel samples and

run-time calculation of quantizer design parameters to begin
the SKG process.

For the considered scenario of independent and quasi-
static Nakagami-m fading links, the RSS (squared amplitude)
values follow the Gamma distribution [45]. To increase the
uncertainty of the secret keys extracted at the legitimate
nodes, the quantizer must have two characteristics: (i) the
RSS sample should equally-likely fall in any of the M
quantization intervals, and (ii) the algorithm should also
be symmetrically applied across all quantization intervals,
essentially generating an equal proportion of 0’s and 1’s (RSS
samples or excursions has to be treated in a uniform manner
in all the M quantization intervals so that equal proportions
of 0’s and 1’s are generated). We propose an M -level non
uniform quantization strategy (M -NUQS) for the Gamma
distributed RSS to satisfy the first requirement stated above.
Fig. 2 provides an overview of the M -NUQS scheme. The
PDF of the Gamma distributed RSS values is shown at the
left edge of the figure, whereas the RSS profile at a legitimate
node (say Alice) is shown on the right. The PDF support
is divided into M non-uniform quantization intervals (gray
horizontal strips) with widths dqi, i ∈ 1, . . . ,M such that
there is a uniform probability of the RSS falling in each
interval, i.e., equal area regions enclosed by the Gamma PDF.
Also shown in the same figure, there are M − 1 guard strips
(blue horizontal strips) of width z each that are centered on
one of theM − 1 quantization boundaries. The ith guard strip
is bounded by a lower threshold q−i , and an upper threshold
q+i , i ∈ 1, · · · ,M − 1.
Given M , z, and the RSS PDF, the proposed M -NUQS

scheme places the M − 1 guard strips in the RSS range
such that the resulting M quantization intervals have equal
areas under the PDF. This task is equivalent to finding for the
bounding thresholds of ith guard strip (i ∈ 1, · · · ,M − 1),
i.e., determining the lower and upper thresholds q−i and q+i ,
respectively.

The area under the PDF curve for each quantization inter-
val can be computed by integrating the PDF over the limits
of each quantization interval (i.e., determined by bounding
thresholds of guard strips q+i and q−i ). Since upper threshold
of each guard strip can be written in terms of its lower
bounding threshold given strip width z as

q+i = q−i + z, 1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1, (11)

the limits of integration operator applied for each quantization
interval can be written in terms of z and lower boundary
thresholds of guard strips (bounding the quantization inter-
val). By observing Fig. 2, the 1st quantization interval has
limits from q+0 = 0 to q−1 , the 2nd quantization interval has
limits q+1 = q

−

1 +z to q
−

2 , and so on until theM
th quantization

interval having limits q+M−1 = q
−

M−1 + z and∞. This leaves
the M areas as functions of z and M − 1 lower thresholds as∫ q−1

q+0

p(γ )dγ =
∫ q−2

q−1 +z
p(γ )dγ = · · · =

∫
∞

q−M−1+z
p(γ )dγ.

(12)
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FIGURE 2. RSS profile and its Gamma PDF used by proposed M-NUQS. The nonuniform widths dq1, · · · ,dqM of M quantization intervals are
determined from the PDF of RSS, whereas the identical width z of M − 1 guard strips is determined from the MSE between RSS observations at the
legitimate nodes.

Since there are a total ofM regions in the PDF each repre-
senting equal area, therefore, after equating the expressions
of any of the two regions and solving the relationship can
determine the corresponding bounding thresholds. By equat-
ing 2 expressions out of M total expressions, a total of MC2
combinations can be formed, i.e., MC2 =

M !
2!(M−2)! equations.

Given the value of z, the M − 1 lower boundary thresholds
(excluding q+0 being known, as equal to 0) can be computed
by manipulating M − 1 equations. The corresponding upper
thresholds can then be computed by using the relationship
provided in (11).

An RSS sample falling inside any guard strip is rejected
and the probability of the rejection event can be expressed as

PsM
Rej. =

M−1∑
i=1

∫ q+i

q−i

p(γ )dγ . (13)

On the other hand, an RSS sample falling inside one of theM
quantization intervals is accepted for SKG and the probability
of sample acceptance event can be expressed as

PsM
Acp. =

M−1∑
i=0

∫ q−i+1

q+i

p(γ )dγ . (14)

It is pertinent to mention that PsM
Rej. + PsM

Acp. = 1.
Considering 2-NUQS as a toy example for the considered

Nakagami-m fading scenario, we start by solving∫ q−1

q+0

p(γ )dγ =
∫
∞

q−1 +z
p(γ )dγ, (15)

and after some further manipulations obtain the relation

0(m)− 0
(
m,

mq−1
γ

)
= 0

(
m,

m(q−1 + z)

γ

)
, (16)

where 0(x, y) is the upper incomplete gamma function [46].
Eq. (16) can be solved numerically for the computation of
the lower threshold q−1 . The upper threshold is then simply
calculated as

q+1 = q−1 + z. (17)

Thus givenM , z and the Nakagami-m PDF, the desired lower
threshold q−1 and upper threshold q+1 for 2-NUQS can be
obtained. The sample rejection probability for the 2-NUQS
case can be given as be given by (13),

Ps2
Rej. =

∫ q+1

q−1

p(γ )dγ. (18)

The guard strip’s width z has a direct influence on the KGR
and BMP of the extracted keys. In the preceding discussion
z was treated as a given. We now propose a strategy to
determine z as a function of the mean squared error (MSE)
between the RSS sequences measured at the legitimate nodes.
Specifically, z can be computed as

z = kδ = kE[(γab − γba)2], (19)

where δ is the MSE between the correlated RSS of Alice
and Bob, and the parameter k is the constant of propor-
tionality for setting the guard strips width proportional to
the MSE and ensuring appropriate mapping of the MSE
range over the RSS range. For example, for the worst
scenario represented by maximum possible MSE of δmax,
the width of M − 1 guard strips (differentiating M quantiza-
tion intervals) together must not exceed the entire RSS range
(i.e., qmax − 0 = qmax, as illustrated in Fig. 2). This con-
sideration suggests the range of constant scaling parameter
as, 0 ≤ k ≤ qmax/ (δmax(M − 1)). Also, this range can be
determined in terms of σ as, 0 ≤ k ≤ qmax/

(
2σ 2(M − 1)

)
.
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By expanding the expectation term and using the properties
of expectation operation [49], (19) reduces to

z = k(E[γ 2
ab]+ E[γ

2
ba]− 2E[γabγba]), (20)

and using the fact that the RSS distribution is same at the
legitimate nodes we obtain

z = k(2E[γ 2
ab]− 2E[γabγba]). (21)

Then using E[XY ] = cov(X ,Y ) + E[X ]E[Y ] as in [49],
where the function cov(., .) represents the covariance of two
input random variables, into (21) and applying mathematical
simplification operations, we get

z = k
{
2E[γ 2

ab]− 2(cov(γab, γba)+ E[γab]E[γba])
}
. (22)

Since cov(X ,Y ) = ρσXσY [49], where ρ is correlation
coefficient between X and Y and σX , σY are the respective
standard deviations, we further obtain

z = k
{
2E[γ 2

ab]− 2(ρσγabσγba + E[γab]E[γba])]
}
. (23)

Finally, using the fact that E[γab] = E[γba] = γ and σγab =
σγba = σ , z can be expressed as

z = 2k(γ 2 − γ 2
− ρσ 2) = 2kσ 2(1− ρ). (24)

By choosing z according to the above relationship, Alice
and Bob can take advantage of a larger number of RSS
samples while maintaining minimal BMP.

IV. SECRET KEY GENERATION (SKG) AND EVALUATION
PARAMETERS UNDER THE PROPOSED M-NUQS
Given that the legitimate nodes have designed their M -level
quantizers according to the proposed M -NUQS scheme,
the next step is to apply a suitable algorithm to generate secret
keys from the measured RSS samples. The Algorithm 2 pro-
vided herein describes the SKG steps of [32] after incorpo-
rating the proposedM -NUQS scheme.

Starting with defining the basic parameters, the algorithm
consists of measurement/generation of samples, NUQS,
SKG, and key reconciliation steps. A sample excursion length
is defined as the number of consecutive RSS samples that fall
within a certain quantization interval. L represents the min-
imum excursion length to be considered for SKG, i.e., only
the excursions with length ≥ L are considered for the SKG.
The probability that an L-samples excursion falls in differ-
ent quantization intervals when observed at Alice and Bob
reduces with an increase in the excursion length L, i.e., the
chances of two consecutive samples falling in different quan-
tization intervals at two different ends is less compared to
a single-sample falling in different quantization intervals.
An illustration of the basic flow of primary steps involved in
the SKG algorithm is provided in Fig. 3, where a minimum
excursion length of L = 3 is considered.
For each admissible excursion, the index of the central

sample can be calculated as,

lAlice/Bobj = d
iendj + i

start
j

2
e, (25)

Algorithm 2 Mathur-NUQS: An Example Secret Key
Generation Algorithm Combined With Proposed NUQS
Parameters Definition:
• DefineM , L, k , and z.
• Compute/estimate m and ρ.

Measure/Generate Samples:
• Measure RSS profile at Alice/Bob (i.e., VAlice/Bob),
or generate the RSS profile by exploiting the proposed
correlation based method in Algorithm 1.

M -NUQS:
• Compute the bounding thresholds of guard strips and
quantization intervals (i.e., q−i and q+i ) by using (11)
and (12).

• Assign unique binary codes to each quantization interval
(i.e., Gray coding).

SKG (i.e.,H(.)):
• Compute excursions with minimum length L at
Alice/Bob from VAlice/Bob.

• Determine the central sample index lAlice/Bobj of each
excursion (j), as defined by (25).

• Record the indices in �Alice/Bob, as defined in (26).
• Indices Exchange and Key Reconciliation:

– Alice sends �Alice to Bob.
– Bob compares�Alice with�Bob and determines the

common set of indices in ϒ .
– Bob sends ϒ to Alice.
– Alice reconciles generated secret key by using ϒ .

• Draw sample-values for the indices reconciled inϒ from
VAlice/Bob.

• Map the samples (ϒ) to the predefined (non-uniform)
quantization intervals.

• Generate secret key bits by concatenating theGray codes

associated to each interval, in KAlice/Bob
bits , as defined

in (27).

where istartj and iendj represent the index of first and last sample
in jth excursion, respectively, and the operator d.e represents
the mapping of input real number to the least integer value
greater than or equal to the input real number (i.e., ceiling
operation). The indices of the samples positioned at the cen-
tral location of each considered excursion (j) can be recorded
independently at Alice and Bob. Concatenating these indices
in a vector, it can be represented as

�Alice/Bob
=

[
lAlice/Bob1 , lAlice/Bob2 , · · · , lAlice/BobJ

]T
, (26)

where J represents the total number of determined excur-
sions (i.e., �Alice/Bob is a J × 1 dimensional vector).
The number of excursions (J ) observed at at Alice and
Bob may be different before the conduction of informa-
tion exchange/reconciliation. Next, the sample values for the
selected samples can be recorded and transformed to a binary
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FIGURE 3. Proposed M-NUQS scheme with M = 2. The samples with green and blue star-shaped markers are the accepted samples, red
circle-shaped markers are the rejected samples (falling in guard strip), and red square-shaped markers are the samples exhibiting
insufficient excursion length (i.e, excursion length < L). From the set of accepted samples, the blue-colored star-shaped markers represent
the central samples of admissible excursions, which are utilized for SKG.

stream, as

KAlice/Bob
bits = H

(
�Alice/Bob

)
, (27)

where the function H(.) represents the SKG operation from
the provided list of indices as the input argument. Through
exchanging the indices of excursions between the legiti-
mate nodes (instead of exchanging sample values to main-
tain secrecy) which are determined independently at both
the nodes, a reconciled common set of excursions is agreed
(i.e.,ϒ). Next, the SKG follows drawing of sample-values for
the provided reconciled indices-set ϒ from the RSS profile
(VAlice/Bob) and then transforming them to a binary stream
through their mapping according to the predefined binary
codes associated with the quantization intervals. In this work,
Gray coding is used for assigning binary codes to each quan-
tization interval. Finally, secret key bits at Alice and Bob can
be generated as represented by KAlice/Bob

bits .
Two notable SKG algorithms proposed in [32] and [27]

combinedwith the proposedM -NUQS are named as,Mathur-
NUQS and Li-NUQS, respectively. The performance of the
herein considered SKG schemes is quantified on the basis of
KGR (KG), key agreement probability (KAP) (KA), and key
randomness properties. The definition of these quantifiers is
discussed as follows.

If the generated secret key bits and total available RSS
samples are represented by Nk and Nc, then the KGR
(i.e., bit generated per sample) is defined by,

KG =
Nk

Nc
. (28)

If the number of different bits generated by Alice and Bob
is represented by Nm, the BMP can be expressed as follows,

P =
Nm

Nk
. (29)

The Key Agreement Probability KA can be defined as a
function of BMP, as

KA = 1− P. (30)

The randomness properties of the generated secret key can
be quantified by employing NIST test suite, which consists
of 16 different tests. For each test, there is an associated null
hypothesis H0 which asserts that the observed sequence is
random and an alternate hypothesis Ha which asserts that the
sequence is not random. From these statistics, the value of P
parameter is computed which represents the probability that
a perfectly random source has generated a sequence less ran-
dom than the given criteria, and this parameter summarizes
the strength of the evidence against null hypothesis [31]. Each
test evaluates the key randomness properties as represented
by the P-value, where a high P-value represents high key ran-
domness properties. The NIST tests considered in this study
are frequency test, block frequency test, runs test, longest
run of ones test, cumulative sum forward test, cumulative
sum reversed test, Maurer test, discrete Fourier transform
(spectral) test, and approximate entropy test.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section is dedicated to a discussion of simulation results
obtained after applying the proposed NUQS scheme to the
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RSS samples. We consider a simulation scenario where Alice
and Bob are the legitimate nodes. Assuming the channel
between the legitimate node is Nakagami-m fading channel,
105 channel samples are generated. Different channel con-
ditions are studied in terms of setting different values for
Nakagami shape parameter m for the legitimate node (say
Alice). The RSS variations are induced by the absolute square
of these channel envelopes. We assume that the legitimate
nodes have prior available knowledge of m, ρ, and L. Alice
calculates the thresholds for M−1 guard-strips by numeri-
cally solving (12) and (11). Using the algorithm given in
Algorithm 1, a correlated RSS data-set for Bob is generated
by setting a certain values of ρ. Similar to Alice, Bob can
determine the guard-strips by solving (12) and (11), where
Alice and Bob share the accurate information of m, ρ, and L.
Alice and Bob compute guard strip thresholds independently,
where their thresholds might be slightly different as their
RSS values are not same but only correlated. Once Alice
and Bob have the RSS data set generated or probed, and
determined the guard-strips thresholds, they independently
apply Algorithm 2 to generate secret key bits. Both the UQS
and NUQS schemes are applied to the same data sets for
conducting a comparative study.

In order to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed
NUQS, a thorough comparative analysis with different UQS
schemes is conducted. Even though the proposed scheme
is build on same basic flow of steps suggested in [27],
it demonstrates subtle differences showing a profound impact
on the characteristics of the generated key bits. First, using
Algorithm 1, correlated channel samples are generated for
the other side of the channel from the available samples of
one side. Second, using the proposed analytical framework,
the threshold values for quantization and guard strips are
determined. Third, using Algorithm 2, secret key at both
sides of the channel (between legitimate nodes) is extracted.
Finally, performance tradeoff between KGR, KAP/BMP, and
randomness characteristics of the generated keys is thor-
oughly analyzed. One of the striking characteristic of the
proposed SKG method is the promising randomness proper-
ties of the generated key. As there is no single recognized
quantifier of gauging all the aspects of a key’s randomness
properties, therefore, multiple tests suggested in the NIST
test suite are performed for the considered SKG methods and
the value of P is determined. Since the prime focus of the
proposed NUQS is to enhance the randomness properties of
the generated keys, we start the discussion by conducting
a comparative analysis of the proposed NUQS with some
notable UQSs in the existing literature in terms of investi-
gating the impact of different important parameters over the
value of P.

Fig. 4 (a) to (i) display the obtained results of 9 differ-
ent tests suggested under the NIST framework for study-
ing the randomness properties of the generated keys. Two
different notable key generation algorithms with UQS
and the proposed NUQS are compared. The results are
shown for four different methods namely Mathur-UQS [32],

proposed Mathur-NUQS (i.e., extensions of SKG algo-
rithm by Mathur et al. in [32] by employing the proposed
NUQS), Li-UQS [27], and Li-NUQS (i.e., extension of SKG
method proposed by Li et al. in [27] by employing the pro-
posed NUQS). From the results it can be observed that by
employing NUQS, promising randomness properties can be
achieved.

Fig. 4 (a) depicts the results of the frequency test. The
frequency test counts the number of 1’s and 0’s in a given
sequence and the calculated corresponding value of P indi-
cates the degree of randomness of the sequence, where
P ≥ 0.01 is usually regarded as the case exhibiting reason-
able key randomness properties. For a sequence to be truly
random, passing this first test (i.e., frequency test) is critical
and a prerequisite for all the subsequent tests [31]. The quan-
tized and encoded samples based key extraction methods are
likely to pass the frequency test if the quantization and guard
strips’ threshold values are set such that an equal number of
considered samples (i.e., after rejecting the samples falling in
guard strips) fall under each quantization interval. Moreover,
the binary codes associated to each quantization interval must
also ensure an even distribution of 1’s and 0’s. From the
results obtained for the frequency test, it is clearly evident
that NUQS outperforms UQS for both the considered SKG
algorithms for all excursion lengths (i.e., tested for up to
excursion length of L = 6). This is because when con-
sidering a UQS for a non-uniformly distributed sample-set,
the number of samples falling in each quantization interval
may be significantly different. The observed significantly
large value of P for the proposed NUQS compared to the
conventional UQS is because of the fact that underNakagami-
m fading conditions the RSS samples follow a non-uniform
distribution, i.e., Gamma distribution. It is also pertinent to
mention that the demonstrated gain in randomness proprieties
of the generated keys is achieved without any loss in KGR,
as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4 (b) indicates the obtained results for block frequency
test. Block frequency test is defined by performing frequency
tests independently over each sub-block of a large sequence.
The results suggest that UQS for both the considered SKG
algorithms (i.e., Mathur-UQS and Li-UQS) exhibit the value
of P as equal to 0, which indicates that UQS for Gamma dis-
tributed RSS samples fails the block frequency test. Whereas,
in contrast, the NUQS for both the considered algorithms
(i.e.,Mathur-NUQS and Li-NUQS) exhibit promising results.

Another notable test for investigating the randomness
properties of sequences is the runs test. A run is defined
as an occurrence of consecutive 0’s or 1’s in a sequence.
In 4 (c), it can be observed that all the considered schemes
exhibit a comparable performance for the runs test.

The longest run of ones test checks whether the given
sequence contains the longest run of 1’s as per a given ran-
dom sequence of similar size. Fig. 4 (d) shows the results
of longest run of ones test. UQS for both the algorithms
(i.e., Mathur-UQS and Li-UQS) fail in this test for most
of the settings of excursion length L, except the marginal
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FIGURE 4. Performance comparison of NUQS and UQS for producing desirable randomness characteristics in generated secret keys. The randomness
tests used from NIST test suite include: (a) Frequency Test. (b) Block Frequency Test. (c) Run Test. (d) Longest Run of Ones. (e) Cumulative Sum
Forward. (f) Cumulative Sum Reverse. (g) Maurer Test. (h) Discrete Fourier Transform Test. and (i) Approximate Entropy Test.

qualification for L =1 (a single sample is defined as an
excursion). The proposed NUQS (for both, Mathur-NUQS
and Li-NUQS) passes this test for all values of L upto 6,
and exhibit good randomness characteristics. The results
of forward and reverse commutative sum test are shown
in Fig. 4 (e) and Fig. 4 (f). Since the count of 0’s and 1’s is
again important, the proposed NUQS for both the algorithms
(i.e., Mathur-NUQS and Li-NUQS) pass both the tests. How-
ever, the UQS with both the algorithms (i.e., Mathur-UQS
and Li-UQS) fail to qualify these tests. In cumulative sum
forward test, for L = 1, Mathur-UQS has comparable per-
formance with Mathur-NUQS; while for all the other values
of L, Mathur-NUQS performs superior than Mathur-UQS.
Moreover, the performance of Li-NUQS is observed superior
than Li-UQS for all settings of L.

For the Maurer and discrete fourier transform (spectral)
tests, the proposed NUQS is seen to exhibit compa-
rable or superior performance than that by UQS, see
Fig. 4 (g) and 4 (h). This establishes that the proposed NUQS
scheme suggests an optimal placements of quantization and
guard strips bounding thresholds and assure good random-
ness properties of the generated keys. Fig. 4 (i) shows
the comparative results for approximate entropy test. The
approximate entropy test is of high significance in measuring
the randomness properties of a given sequence. It can be
examined from Fig. 4 (h) that both the algorithms for UQS
(i.e., Mathur-UQS and Li-UQS) fail in this test for all the
settings of excursion length L. Whereas, the proposed NUQS
for both the algorithms (i.e., Mathur-NUQS and Li-NUQS)
are observed to pass the test with a significantly high value
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FIGURE 5. Impact of system parameters on guard strip width, z . (a) Effect of correlation coefficient for m = 2, (b) Effect of Nakagami fading
severity parameter for k = 1.

of P. This again establishes that the proposed NUQS ensures
superior randomness properties of the generated secret key.

Along with the high significance of key good random-
ness behaviour, the key generation and agreement rate
(i.e., KG and KA, respectively) are also equally important.
In general, KG is a function of guard strip interval (i.e., z)
and it is highly influenced by the quantization strategy. The
KAP (KA) is a function of both guard strip interval z and
excursion length L. Moreover, another important parameter
to be investigated is the correlation coefficient, ρ, for the two
way channels between the legitimate nodes. In Fig. 5 (a),
the impact of variations in ρ on MSE and correspondingly
on guard strip interval z for different values of k is plotted.
In setting the guard strip interval z proportional to MSE
(function of ρ), the parameter k represents the constant of pro-
portionality.With an increase in the value of ρ, the guard strip
interval z deceases almost linearly and the slope of the line is
determined by k . Also in Fig. 5 (a), it can be observed that for
a small values of ρ, the resultant value of z is very large, which
corresponds to the scenarios where a large number of samples
fall in the guard strip (thus rejected). For reciprocal channels,
however, the value of ρ is practically expected to be high, and
thus the corresponding guard strip interval will be generally
a small interval. In Fig. 5 (b), the behaviour of MSE against
an increase in the value of Nakagami shape parameter m is
plotted. Interestingly, as the value of m increases, the value
of z increases almost linearly, however, the slope of the line
is influenced by ρ – higher the value of ρ the smaller is the
slope of the line for z along m.
The KGRKG is a function of the parameters k , ρ, L, andm.

For studying the KGR performance of the proposed NUQS,
we consider the practical case of reciprocal channel exhibit-
ing a high value of correlation coefficient. Fig. 6 depicts
the behaviour of KG against different values of excursion
length L for the other important parameters set as, ρ = 0.95,
m = 2, and k = 1. With an increase in L, the KGR

FIGURE 6. Effect of excursion length L on key generation rate of UQS and
NUQS. Other parameter values are M = 2, ρ = 0.95, m = 1, and k = 1.

KG reduce for both the algorithms with NUQS and UQS.
As the value of L increases (e.g., approaches to 6), KG
reduces (i.e., approaches to 0), which implies that the occur-
rence of 6 consecutive samples lying within a certain quanti-
zation interval is highly unlikely considering the behaviour of
random variations in the channel statistics. Another important
point to be noted, as also mentioned before, is that the KGR
performance achieved byUQS ismaintained byNUQS,while
the key randomness properties demonstrated by NUQS are
significantly superior than those demonstrated by UQS.

Fig. 7 (a)–(f) show the impact of variations in k on KG
and KA for 2- and 4-level NUQS, named as 2-NUQS and
4-NUQS, respectively. Moreover, the impact of different
changes in channel conditions, as represented by Nakagami
shape parameter m, is also demonstrated. For k = 0, repre-
senting the case of no guard strips, the rate of key generation
is high (ideal) as no samples are being rejected, while the
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FIGURE 7. Impact of Nakagami fading severity parameter m on key generation rate and key agreement probability of NUQS. (a) m = 1. (b) m = 2.
(c) m = 3. (d) m = 4. (e) m = 5. (f) m = 6. Other parameter values are ρ = 0.9, and L = 1.

rate of key agreement is low (worst) as the impact of dif-
ference in the channels (observed at two sides of the link)
is not being countered. The behaviour of decrease in KG and
increase in KA along with an increase in k is observed as
different for different quantization levels setting. Along with
an increase in guard strip interval (influenced by an increase
in k), the matching probability between the keys generated
at both the link-ends can be enhanced while it employs a
cost of decrease in KGR. This analysis endorses our proposal
of setting the guard strips interval as proportional to the
correlation (or MSE) between the channel observations made
independently on both the link-ends.

From Fig. 7 (a)–(f), the performance trade off between
KGR and KAP for NUQS of different quantization levels can
also be analyzed. It can be observed that increasing the levels
of quantization does not necessarily ensure an improvement
in the rate of key generation. This is because the KGR is
also a function of various other discussed parameters along
with the number of quantization levels being considered, e.g.,
the nature of key extraction algorithm (excursion length),
channel conditions, etc. Increasing the number of quantiza-
tion levels allows the assignment of multiple bits per quan-
tization level, which increases the KGR. However, on the
other hand, increasing the number of quantization levels also
increases the number of guard strips, which leads to more
number of samples being rejected (falling in guard strip) and
causes a decrease in KGR. Therefore, the best choice for the
number of quantization levels to be considered depends on the

performance trade off between KGR, KAP, and key random-
ness properties under certain noise and channel conditions.
For investigating different channel conditions, by comparing
the Fig. 7 (a)–(f), the impact of Nakagami shape parameter
m on KG and KA can also be observed. The key matching
performance improves with an increase in the value of m for
high-level NUQS. This indicates that for channel conditions
represented by small values of m, higher level quantization is
not a suitable choice in terms of keys agreement performance.

Excursion length is one of the prime influencing factors on
KGR, KAP, and key randomness properties. The impact of
change in excursion length L onKG andKA can be observed
by comparing the Figures 8 (a) – (c) and Figures 8 (d) – (f),
respectively. The results are shown for different settings of
quantization intervals and guard strips. For large values of
excursion length, the KGR is observed to decrease, where
the rate of decrease is higher for multi-level quantization
strategies compared to 2-level quantization strategy. This is
because, in a rapidly varying RSS profile, it is less likely
to have large number of consecutive samples (i.e., large val-
ued excursion length) falling within a quantization interval.
However, on the other hand, the increase in excursion
length improves the key agreement rate. Furthermore, in
Fig. 9 (a), (b), and (c), the impact of change in correlation
coefficient ρ onKG andKA is shown for the excursion length
of L = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It is interesting to note that
for L = 1, theKG for both 2-, 4-, and 8-level NUQS increase
only marginally with an increase in ρ, whereas the plot of
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FIGURE 8. Impact of excursion length L on the key generation rate of NUQS. (a) L = 1. (b) L = 2. (c) L = 3, and the key agreement probability of NUQS.
(d) L = 1. (e) L = 2, and (f) L = 3. Other parameter values are ρ = 0.95, and m = 1.

FIGURE 9. Effect of correlation coefficient ρ on the key generation rate and key agreement probability of NUQS for different excursion lengths L.
(a) L = 1. (b) L = 2. (c) L = 3. Other parameter values are m = 1 and z = 1.

KA is being drastically influenced. This is because that each
sample is being considered an excursion and only factor that
cause increase in KG is reduction in the number of rejected
samples. The higher values of ρ represent the cases when the
channel observationmade at Alice andBob are similar to each
other and the significance of guard strip becomes marginal.
However, the increase is KGR and KAP performance is more
apparent for higher values of L. This indicates that setting a
high value for L is more suitable for the scenarios when the
value of correlation coefficient ρ is higher.

The combined effect of number of quantization levels
M and excursion length L on both KG and KA is shown
in Fig. 10. For excursion length of L = 1, i.e., each RSS

sample is being utilized for key generation, KG is observed
to increase with an increase in M over its entire range.
However, for L > 1, the KG is observed to initially increases
with an increase in M up to a certain point, and a converse
behaviour beyond that point is observed. Despite an increase
in the number of bits associated to each sample along with an
increase in the quantization levels, the increase in the number
of guard strips required for high level quantization schemes
also reduce, which eventually cause the reduction in KGR
beyond a certain point. Another contributing factor to this
behaviour is the rapid random fluctuations encountered in
the channel profile, which makes it is less likely for a longer
excursion to hold in a high level quantization strategy.
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FIGURE 10. Effect of number of quantization intervals M on KG
and KA. Other parameter values are m = 2 and ρ = 0.95.

Novel analytical results often need to be compared with
appropriate measurements or simulations to establish their
validity. The unavailability of suitable data-sets in the open
literature, which include simultaneous RSS measurements,
necessitate the need for conducting such measurement cam-
paigns to investigate the efficacy of new SKG algorithms.
To this end, our proposed analytical framework for generation
of RSS samples can also be used as a reference model.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, first, a framework for generating correlated
RSS samples for one link-end from the available samples
observed at the other link-end of a reciprocal wireless chan-
nel has been proposed. Considering the practical limitations
on the designing of measurement setups for simultaneously
(or within a coherence time slot) sensing the channel sam-
ples at both link-ends, the proposed framework can assist in
designing and testing of SKG algorithms as well as providing
a reference for conducting such measurement campaigns in
the future. Secondly, a multi-level non-uniform quantization
strategy has been proposed for secret key generation under
Nakagami-m fading conditions.Moreover, exploiting the pro-
posed non-uniform quantization strategy, an extension of two
notable level-crossing based key generation algorithms has
been proposed, viz: Mahatur-NUQS and Li-NUQS. Compre-
hensive performance analysis of the proposed methods has
been conducted, where the effect of different fading condi-
tions, noise conditions, quantization levels setting, and other
parameters (transmitters/receiver side) on theKGR,KAP, and
key randomness properties (quantified through NIST tests)
have been evaluated. A thorough comparative analysis of the
proposed non-uniform quantization strategy with the conven-
tional uniform quantization strategy for secret key generation
with both the considered algorithms has also been conducted.
It has been established that the proposed non-uniform strat-
egy provides superior key randomness properties than those
provided by conventional uniform quantization strategy with

the assurance of maintaining the same KGR and KAP. More-
over, various other useful conclusions have also been drawn;
e.g., the optimal choice of quantization levels and values of
other notable parameters to be made under given fading and
noise conditions as defined by the Nakagami shape parame-
ter and correlation coefficient (between two-way reciprocal
channels), respectively, etc.
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